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Abstract— The SAIEE Africa Research Journal (incorporating 

the SAIEE Transactions) has been publishing peer-reviewed 
articles in electrical engineering and associated disciplines since 
1909. Over the years, the journal has developed from capturing 
meeting proceedings to advancing the body of knowledge. 
Available editions of the scholarly journal of the SAIEE are 
indexed in IEEE Xplore. In Sept. 2021, this inclusion makes the 
SAIEE’s scholarly journal the third oldest on the IEEE Xplore 
database. 
 

Index Terms—SAIEE Transactions, SAIEE Africa Research 
Journal, IEEE Xplore 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ike many international journals, the scholarly journal of the 
SAIEE moved to online access in 2005. At this time, the 
journal’s name also changed to SAIEE Africa Research 

Journal (incorporating the SAIEE Transactions). The SAIEE 
website was the initial platform to access the journal and, with 
the name change, to also solicit further participation from the 
African continent.  
 
The journal is accredited by the South African Department of 
Higher Education and Training (DHET), which means that 
public universities in South Africa receive publication subsidies 
for affiliated papers presenting recognised and original research 
outputs. 
 
In the world of journals, however, there are different online 
platforms. These online platforms carry large audiences of 
authors who take an interest in a given discipline. In electrical 
engineering, the largest platform is the IEEE Xplore database. 
The Xplore database was launched in May 2000. Given IEEE’s 
membership of over 400 000, in the inaugural year, 2000, there 
were already over 11 million downloads. With IEEE’s history 
and its origins in 1884, at inception the database benefited from 
350 000 author records and 553 000 documents; in 2019, the 
database exceeded over 3,8m author records, 5m documents 
with over 1.5 bn downloads and views since inception. Aside 
from their usage in academic settings, IEEE Xplore articles are 
also referenced in patents worldwide. Furthermore, to enhance 
the accessibility of articles, IEEE moved towards the model of 
hybrid and open-access (OA) journals. Because of these 
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attributes, the SAIEE Africa Research Journal developed a 
collaborative partnership with IEEE Xplore.  
 
Journal “performance” is often measured by the impact factor 
(IF). IF is a function of the number of citations over a period of 
time. Global reach, combined with the backing of a large 
audience, is helpful in extending reach; such reach often 
translates to a higher number of citations.  
 
The collaborative discussions between the SAIEE and IEEE 
started in January 2012. Because quality assurance is of utmost 
importance, the IEEE carefully validates journals on the IEEE 
Xplore database; the SAIEE Africa Research Journal was 
considered over seven years to assess whether the peer-review 
process and quality were synonymous with the approach of the 
IEEE. To this end, the SAIEE Africa Research Journal 
diversified its editorial board, adopted tools such as an open-
access journal management system, and introduced other 
approaches to strengthen peer-review quality and approach. In 
2018, we received the news that the journal had been finally 
approved for indexing by IEEE Xplore. 
 
Side-by-side with the journal review process, was another 
matter of importance – the cost of incorporating the journal into 
the IEEE Xplore database. Our interest was to have the journal 
captured from 1909. In addition to peer-reviewed articles, the 
complete SAIEE journey would be included in IEEE Xplore, 
which would constitute a historical archive. Each article would 
also be accompanied by a recognised digital object identifier 
(DOI). The cost of such an archive would ordinarily be 
prohibitive. IEEE approached the IEEE Foundation, Inc. to 
assist with this. Working together, resources were sourced from 
two IEEE held funds - International Electrical Congress Fund 
and Mailloux Fund - which had recently been repurposed with 
approval from the New York State Attorney General to 
augment the content of the IEEE digital library by supporting 
the hosting of one or more third party publishers content with 
preference to a non-U.S. publisher.  
 
For the most recent editions of the SAIEE Africa Research 
Journal, the journal is supported through the following 
combination – IEEE, IEEE Africa Council and through article 
processing charges. 
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Through this convergence of support by SAIEE, IEEE, IEEE 
Foundation volunteers and staff, and the financial avenues, the 
SAIEE Africa Research Journal (incorporating the SAIEE 
Transactions) has now met a major international milestone; it 
now lists as one of the oldest electrical engineering journals 
globally. Journals in this league on IEEE Xplore now include:  

• 1884 – Transactions of the AIEE 
• 1905 – Proceedings of the AIEE (now IEEE Spectrum) 
• 1909 – SAIEE Africa Research Journal (incorporating 

the SAIEE Transactions)  

The publication is indexed and availed (open access) here:  
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/browse/periodicals/title?refinements=Publi
sher:SAIEE  
 
Specifically: 
 

Since 2005, the SAIEE Africa Research Journal 
(incorporating the SAIEE Transactions) and 
 
Since 1909, the Transactions of the South African 
Institute of Electrical Engineers. 

 
Also acknowledging publication through the IEEE Xplore 
database, the journal is indexed by Scopus, SciELO SA, and 
Web of Science (Emerging Sources Citation Index). Through 
its listing on Scopus and SciELO SA, the journal remains on the 
accredited list of the DHET.  
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